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Fraters, 

 

September is upon us again, as the light of day begins to dim and 

the darkness of night becomes longer, the Light of our Craft shines 

bright anew in our Lodges, Chapters, Councils, and Commanderies, 

as they roar back to life, after the summer darkness. Our meetings 

are now back on the calendar, schools are starting, the holidays are 

close at hand, and schedules are filling up fast. Before we get ahead 

of ourselves, take the time to look ahead, take the time to see what 

your family has coming up, after all they are, after Our Lord, the 

most important people to us. With that said, your attendance to 

your meetings is very important, especially to the officers. Let us 

not forget even in the Fraternity we love, we cannot sacrifice our 

family’s happiness or wellbeing. I will not fault a Frater who 

declines to participate in a meeting or an order in lieu of a special 

family event, such as a wedding anniversary, a child’s first recital, 

etc. I may find fault if the reverse is true, however; I do expect that 

the Frater will give notice as to his absence as soon as he becomes 

aware of the situation, as to give his Fraters time to prepare. This is 

not only a matter of responsibility but one of Honor. 

 

So yes, this is a call for us to be more diligent in our planning and 

scheduling, and yes never forget to seek the counsel of Our Lord 

when making the ultimate decision, be thoughtful in all your acts. 

 

Now the Challenge update. I still haven’t made my 40 days yet, but 

still I am endeavoring to try, and the rewards are very real. Just by 

trying I have become more patient and more understanding. If you 

haven’t tried this challenge the one hour 40-day devotion, do try it 

and find out for yourself, you won’t be disappointed. 

  

 

    

     

  

 

So as our Masonic year kicks off, be diligent in your planning and 

never forget why you became a Freemason, Live up to your titles, 

and be upright men and Masons, and before God be his Knight. 

 

                              William D. Stephey Jr 

                                       R.E.G.C 

 

                         
 

Please note that the Mid-Atlantic Department Conference is coming 

up on September 28-29 at the Hilton Crystal City at Reagan 

National Airport. Information can be found on the Grand 

Encampment website or by contacting the Grand Recorder. All 

elected Grand Officers are required to attend. All others are 

encouraged to attend. This is a great opportunity for an exchange of 

ideas and to meet Sir Knights from our neighboring jurisdictions as 

well as to meet the elected Grand Encampment Officers. 
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